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What is a Career Pathway?

A Career Pathway is a series of connected or “chunked” education courses with internship work experience and enhanced student services that enable students to take advantage of the “window of opportunity” of Training Unemployment Insurance (TUI) to upgrade their skills and to combine school and work to advance over time to better jobs and higher levels of education and training.

Career Pathways target jobs critical to the local economy. They are designed to create educational “stepping stones” for advancement of workers and job seekers, particularly those stuck in low-wage jobs, and a supply of qualified workers for employers. As such, career pathways help ensure that investment in education and training pays off in enhanced economic development.

Features of a career pathway include:

- **“bridge” programs** that prepare educationally disadvantaged students to enter credit-based academic courses often by teaching developmental or basic skills in the context of occupational skills
- **“chunked” curriculum** where certificate and degree coursework is grouped into smaller sets of courses that can be taken in one to two terms that prepare students for a discrete occupation leading to their career and educational goal
- **“roadmaps”** that graphically outline the “ladder” for an occupation or career and identify the courses and curriculum “chunks” needed for career advancement showing the connections between education and training programs and jobs in a given industry or sector
- **enhanced “wrap-around” student services** that including career assessment, advising, and tutoring to enhance student success as well as job search skills training and job placement assistance
- **credentials** for specific occupations, such as “Employment Skills Training” (EST) certificates, that inform employers’ of a student skills and provide for easy articulation of credits across programs and educational institutions
- **conveniently scheduled and sequenced classes** to meet the needs of working adults
- **outreach** to community-based organizations and other groups that serve students underrepresented in higher education.
Career Pathway benefits include:

**Access for all students, regardless of educational or skill level:** For example, English language learners will have access to coursework that will help them prepare for jobs as technicians in the microelectronics industry, as will college graduates recently laid off from the sales jobs they held for many years, as will high school seniors.

**Multiple entry and exit points tied to jobs:** Fewer students are using the community college as a link in a linear educational pipeline where they move from high school diploma to associate’s degree to bachelor’s degree to work. As more and more students are blending education and work or returning to school after periods of no school, just work, they are accessing education as a cycle. Students frequently enroll in college to take only the classes they need to get a job, returning for more classes when they want a better job, and so on. Yet they are often unclear about which courses lead to which jobs. By “chunking” the curriculum into sets of courses with discrete employment outcomes, students will be able to enter and exit a degree or certificate program at clear, but various, points in their educational cycle rather than completing the entire program at once.

**Linked to employer needs:** The determination of which courses are grouped together is based on current and ongoing labor market analysis of employer demand and research on the skill sets business requires for various jobs within an industry. Ability to offer an employer recognized credential for less than 1-year or 2-year program.

**Uses existing curriculum to build toward degree completion:** In the past, many job seekers have built their basic or occupational skills through non-credit offerings. When they want to enroll in a certificate program, or take a few courses of a degree program, they find that none of the classes they took before count toward their academic goal. A career pathways system integrates non-credit and existing credit courses to create a seamless system for students to move from pre-college to credited academic programs.

**Easily understandable:** The college catalog is impressive, but overwhelming to most students and many staff. The development of “roadmaps” which graphically show the various routes a student can take to achieve employment outcomes makes the alternatives clear to both staff and students.

**Meets students’ life needs:** Students need educational options that allow them to blend work, family responsibilities, and school. Career pathways recognize that a high percentage of community college students work by providing more delivery options (distance education, weekend college) as well as repackaging existing two-year curriculum into a logical sequence of shorter options. Pathways also provide the “wrap-around” student services that enhance student planning and informed decision-making and increase student success in achieving both academic and employment goals.

**Flexibility:** Integral to the career pathways system is a “rolling” or continuous improvement research and development design. This makes the system adaptable to changes in the labor market and feedback from students, staff and business about appropriate skill sets, employment outcomes, and curriculum delivery.
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